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Abstract. We present a general approach for adaptive ABMS, which integrates 
Repast Simphony’s distributed batch components and the Swift parallel script-
ing language. Swift is used to launch Repast Simphony simulations on parallel 
resources, collect the results from those simulations, and generate further simu-
lations based on an analysis of the results. In order to demonstrate the benefits 
and capabilities of this approach, we developed a simulated annealing reference 
workflow and applied it to a modified Repast Simphony “JZombies” demon-
stration model. The workflow was able to successfully and efficiently find areas 
of the model parameter space that yielded the desired outcomes, as specified by 
an objective function. The workflow was run on a high-performance cluster, 
launching 16 concurrent simulated annealing optimization processes, each exe-
cuting 100 simulated annealing loops over 16 stochastic model variations – a 
total of 25,856 adaptive simulation runs, accounting for a 96.3% reduction in 
the number of simulations that were required compared to a complete enumera-
tion of parameter space. The materials used in the workflow are included as 
linked external resources to allow replication. 

Keywords:  agent-based modeling, ABMS, Repast Simphony, Swift, parallel 
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1 Introduction 

Agent-based modeling and simulation (ABMS) is being applied in a variety of do-
mains to model ever-larger and complicated systems. For such models to be useful, 
they require extensive calibration and validation via large-scale ensemble modeling to 
explore their often high-dimensional parameter spaces. Some current ABMS toolkits 
have the ability to distribute large numbers of simulations on ad hoc computer net-
works and high-performance computing clusters. However, current capabilities for 
adaptive parameter space exploration at these scales are very limited. 

In this paper we present a general approach for adaptive ABMS, which integrates 
Repast Simphony’s [1] (http://repast.sourceforge.net) distributed batch 
components and the Swift [2] (http://swift-lang.org) parallel scripting 
language. Swift is used to launch Repast Simphony simulations on parallel resources, 
collect the results from those simulations, and generate further simulations based on 
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an analysis of the results. In order to demonstrate the benefits and capabilities of this 
approach, we developed a simulated annealing reference workflow and applied it to a 
modified Repast Simphony “JZombies” demonstration model. The workflow was 
able to successfully and efficiently find areas of the model parameter space that yield-
ed the desired outcomes, as specified by an objective function. The workflow was run 
on a high-performance cluster, launching 16 concurrent simulated annealing optimi-
zation processes, each executing 100 simulated annealing loops over 16 stochastic 
model variations – a total of 25,856 adaptive simulation runs, which was completed in 
17 minutes, and accounted for a 96.3% reduction in the number of simulations that 
were required compared to a complete enumeration of parameter space. The materials 
used in the workflow are presented as a set of Github Gists [3] to allow replication. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides relevant back-
ground on adaptive simulation, the Swift parallel scripting language, related work in 
workflow software, and agent-based modeling toolkits with batch capabilities. Section 
3 describes the Repast Simphony distributed batch components. Section 4 presents a 
case study of the integrated Repast Simphony/Swift system for large-scale adaptive 
simulation via simulated annealing. We conclude in Section 5. 

2 Background 

2.1 Adaptive Simulation 

ABMS studies typically require the execution of many model runs to account for 
stochastic variation in model outputs as well as to explore the possible range of model 
outcomes under alternative parameter settings and decision policies. More generally, 
Kleijnen et al. [4] identify reasons for conducting series of simulation model experi-
ments that include: developing a basic understanding of a particular simulation model 
or system through exploration of the parameter space, finding robust decisions or 
policies rather than optimal solutions that may be prone to being unstable under small 
perturbations, or comparing and ranking the merits of various decisions or policies. In 
each of these cases, it is often necessary to run repeated simulation runs in which the 
results of one simulation inform the setup for the next simulation run. The need for 
adapting such simulation experiments over time comes up in several situations, in-
cluding: design of simulation experiments [5,6], simulation exploration in which the 
simulation is used to explore the parameter space either locally or globally, and in 
simulation optimization in which the goal is to find a set of parameter values that 
maximize an objective or achieve satisfactory levels [7]. In addition, any adaptive 
simulation exploration is made more complex by the stochastic nature of the underly-
ing simulations [8].  

2.2 The Swift Parallel Scripting Language 

Swift [2] is a task-parallel scripting language that enables users to specify and run 
workflows that execute large numbers of ordinary application programs in parallel, on  
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parallel and distributed computing systems. Swift lets you define functions to "wrap" 
application programs, and to cleanly structure more complex scripts built up from 
calling these lowest-level functions. Swift app functions take files and numeric or 
string parameters as inputs and return files as outputs. 

The simplest of Swift workflows typically run a large set of independent applica-
tion invocations in parallel, often to implement a parameter sweep or to process all the 
files of a dataset in parallel. These are expressed with 10-20 lines of code, the heart of 
which is a single Swift “foreach” statement that sweeps over a set of data files and/or 
parameter variations. More complex parameter sweeps are expressed as a nested set 
of such loops. Reduction functions can be coded which reduce the output of a parallel 
foreach loop to a single result. The Swift data model and functional programming 
paradigm make such “sweep and reduce” patterns (which are very much like map-
reduce in nature) easy to express. The Swift language has the typical scalar data types 
found in other scripting languages like Python (boolean, int, string, float) as well as a 
“file” type which allows it to automatically pass files to and from remotely executed 
applications. Collections of these types are dynamic, sparse arrays of arbitrary dimen-
sion, and structures of scalars and/or arrays. Swift variables are “single assignment”. 
This makes Swift a natural parallel data flow language. Swift’s foreach statement is 
the main parallel workhorse of the language, and executes all iterations of the loop 
concurrently. The actual number of parallel tasks executed is based on available re-
sources and settable throttling parameters. In fact, Swift conceptually executes all the 
statements, expressions and function calls in your program in parallel, based on data 
flow. These are similarly throttled based on available resources and settings. 

2.3 Related Work in Workflow Software  

Numerous approaches, languages, and tools exist to express and execute workflows in 
parallel and on distributed resources. Often these have tradeoffs in terms of the flexi-
bility vs. familiarity of the expression model; the complexity and scalability of the 
parallelism; and the difficulty of execution on distributed and/or heterogeneous paral-
lel resources. We briefly survey here several representative approaches. 

Language-neutral scripting tools. MyCluster [9] comprised extensions to the 
UNIX shell that allow a user to define a dataflow graph, including the concepts of 
fork, join, cycles, and key-value aggregation, but which execute on single parallel 
systems or clusters. These mechanisms, however, do not generalize to highly parallel 
and distributed environments. 

Library-based approaches. Map-reduce [10] is a programming model and a 
runtime system to support the processing of large-scale datasets. Unlike Swift, which 
is tailored for composing workflows from application programs, like Repast 
Simphony, the map-reduce programming model is more oriented to using key-value 
pairs as input or output datasets. 

Static DAG tools. DAGMan [11] is a workflow engine that manages Condor jobs 
organized as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of explicit task precedence. It has no 
knowledge of data flow, and in a distributed environment it requires a higher-level, 
data-cognizant layer. It is based on static workflow graphs and lacks dynamic features 
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such as iteration or conditional execution. Pegasus [12] translates a workflow graph 
into location-specific DAGMan input, adding data staging, inter-site transfer, and data 
registration. These approaches lack the expressiveness of Swift’s functional pro-
gramming model for the composition of adaptive agent-based modeling work-flows. 

Language-based approaches. Dryad [13] is an infrastructure for running data-
parallel programs on a parallel or distributed system. Dryad graphs are explicitly  
developed by the programmer; Dryad appears to be used primarily for clusters and 
well-connected groups of clusters in single administrative domains and in Microsoft's 
cloud. Dryad lacks the flexibility that Swift provides for multi-site and multi-platform 
execution. 

Visual workflow management environments. Many workflow systems (e.g., Taver-
na [14], Kepler [15], and Galaxy [16]) are based on comparable data-driven compu-
ting models but lack Swift's scalability, its simple generality for supporting arbitrary 
applications, and its provider-based architecture for broad platform support. Recent 
work is integrating Swift’s execution model into the Galaxy user interface model, to 
provide the best benefits of both workflow models [17]. 

2.4 Batch Capabilities in Agent-Based Modeling Toolkits  

ABMS studies typically require the execution of many model runs to account for 
stochastic variation in model outputs as well as to explore the possible range of out-
comes. These ensembles of runs can be organized into parameter sweeps, known as 
batch runs. A batch run consists of multiple individual model runs each using their 
own combination of parameters. The independence of the individual model runs al-
lows them to be distributed over numbers of processes on both multi-core desktop and 
high-performance computing platforms. A user defines a parameter space and uses 
the batch run capability to iterate through the parameter combinations in that space. 
Some level of batch run capability is built into virtually all ABMS toolkits. A mixture 
of external frameworks together with ABMS toolkit APIs has also been used to create 
custom batch capabilities [18]. 

ABMS toolkits typically allow the user to define the parameter space, and the 
toolkit then automates the iteration through that space. The parameter space is defined 
in some toolkit-specific format specifying each parameter in terms of a range, and a 
step value, or as a list of elements. The toolkit takes this formatted parameter space as 
input and executes the required runs.  

3 Repast Simphony Distributed Batch Components 

Given a user-defined parameter space, Repast Simphony [1] divides that space into 
discrete sets of parameter values and executes in-parallel runs iterating over these 
sets. These runs can be performed in parallel on a local machine (e.g., a laptop or 
desktop), on remote machines (secure shell [ssh] accessible resources), in the cloud 
(e.g., Amazon EC2), or on a combination of the three. Runs can also be done on a 
dedicated high-performance computing cluster. Once completed the individual results 
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of the runs are aggregated for analysis. In Repast Simphony’s default configuration, 
the actual runs themselves are executed using a master-client type architecture. A 
master process spawns child processes that perform the actual runs. The master pro-
cess periodically polls these client processes to see if they have finished. Once they 
are finished the master process gathers the output from each client process and con-
catenates it together to form the total model output for all the runs. Each client works 
concurrently on its own subset of the parameter space, performing individual runs for 
each parameter combination in the subset.  

This master client architecture is composed of three components: SessionsDriver, 
LocalDriver and InstanceRunner. The SessionsDriver distributes parameter sets and 
the required executable code to local and remote machines as specified by the user. It 
then launches a LocalDriver on each local and remote machine. The LocalDriver in 
turn launches a specified number of concurrent InstanceRunners that process a set of 
parameter combinations.  Each InstanceRunner receives a set of parameters from the 
LocalDriver and runs the model once for each of the parameter combinations in the 
set. Each InstanceRunner iterates through its parameter set sequentially. However, all 
the InstanceRunners execute in parallel. The LocalDriver monitors the 
InstanceRunners for completion and the SessionsDriver monitors the LocalDriver. 
Once all the runs have been completed the SessionsDriver gathers the output from the 
local and remote machines and copies it to the master machine. If appropriate, these 
various outputs are then concatenated into a single file or files. 

In the default workflow, these components are invisible to the user. In the batch 
run GUI, the user defines the parameter space, and specifies the local and remote 
machines on which to execute the runs. Launching the parameter sweep from the GUI 
creates a “model archive” jar file that contains all the code necessary to run the model 
and then starts a SessionsDriver. The SessionsDriver subsequently distributes the 
parameters and model archive and launches the LocalDrivers.  

Alternate workflows can easily be created however. InstanceRunners are inde-
pendent of LocalDrivers, expecting only some set of parameter combinations as input. 
Consequently, they can be launched by other control structures such as a bash, PBS, 
or Swift script on a high-performance computing cluster. The following section de-
scribes how the InstanceRunner component was used in conjunction with a Swift 
script to perform an adaptive parameter sweep using simulated annealing. 

4 Case Study: Simulated Annealing 

Here we present an example of an adaptive simulation workflow developed with 
Swift (version 0.95) and driving Repast Simphony (version 2.2) batch runs. The par-
ticular adaptive method used is simulated annealing (SA)[19]. The intent here is to 
show the ease of use and capabilities that are made possible by combining Swift and 
Repast Simphony, for any number of adaptive simulation methods, e.g., evolutionary 
algorithms, rather than to promote SA as the adaptive method of choice. 

SA is a widely used stochastic global optimization approach. It mimics the physi-
cal process of annealing, whereby a metal is cooled slowly to relieve internal stresses 
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by allowing the material to have time to find more favorable internal arrangements. In 
the case of SA a parameter space is stochastically explored while keeping track of the 
best results so far while allowing exploration of less than optimal solutions. To de-
termine the viability of a result an objective function is used. In the case of an adap-
tive exploration of an ABMS parameter space, the objective function takes the result 
of a simulation and returns some derived value to be minimized. In SA, a global 
“temperature” is used to determine how far from optimality the algorithm is allowed 
to venture while looking for better results. As the algorithm proceeds and the tem-
perature is reduced the allowed sub-optimality is reduced. 

For this case study, we adapted the JZombies demonstration model, which is dis-
tributed with Repast Simphony [20]. The JZombies model involves two agent types, 
Zombies and Humans, where the Zombies chase after Humans, seeking to infect the 
Humans. Once a Human agent is infected it is transformed into a Zombie agent. A 
typical simulation run will eventually see all agents become Zombies, with the time 
until there are no remaining Humans varying by particular choices of parameters. The 
standard parameters in the JZombies model are the integer type parameters zom-
bie_count and human_count, the initial number of Zombies and Humans, respective-
ly. To this base model we introduced a varying step size for each of the agent types. 
The original model had Zombies move in steps of length 1 (in units of the model 
space) and Humans in steps of length 2. The present model encapsulates these two 
values into two float type parameters zombieStep and humanStep, respectively. 

We used the Repast Simphony Batch GUI to create a model archive (see Section 8 
in [21]) of the modified JZombies model. The model archive contains all of the Re-
past Simphony components, including the model code. This archive can be copied to 
a remote machine (e.g., a cluster login node) and unarchived into an appropriate di-
rectory. The rest of the components that we describe below were placed within the 
unarchived model archive. 

Fig. 1 shows the overall flow of the Swift script (sa.swift) that was developed. The 
contents of sa.swift are available at the link provided in [3]. Every SA process begins 
with an initial point in a parameter space and explores the rest of the space from that 
point. We provide an input file (input.txt [3]) that specifies the various starting points. 
Each line in the input file represents a starting point for the simulated annealing pro-
cess, along with a label of the experiment (e.g., ‘exp0001’). The script reads all of the 
lines from the input file (sa.swift: line 260) and for each of the lines initiates a sepa-
rate concurrent SA process by calling the main compound procedure (sa.swift: lines 
270-272). 

In main, the float and integer parameters are separated into arrays a and b, respec-
tively. Swift relies on a write once data model to determine the procedure workflow. 
Thus, a and b, are both two dimensional arrays, which track arrays of parameter val-
ues over each SA loop. The one dimensional array y stores the objective function 
results, holding a floating point scalar value for each SA loop. We use the aa, bb, 
a_best, and b_best array variables to store the latest accepted set of a’s and b’s, and 
the best set of a’s and b’s, respectively (sa.swift: lines 163-175). 
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After the createUpfs app executes, Swift looks for the expected output, indicated 
by the files in the output parameters (sa.swift: line 17). In this case the outputs are a 
file array of upf_xxx.txt files (specified using a simple_mapper on sa.swift: line 34) 
along with standard output and standard error files. At this point the sum_obj proce-
dure launches sv concurrent obj (“objective”) apps, sending the individual generated 
parameter files to each. The obj app invokes the obj.sh script [3]. The script is in 
charge of launching an InstanceRunner (obj.sh: lines 19-23) and calculating an objec-
tive function on the results (obj.sh: lines 25-26).  

For this case study, we wanted to explore the part of the parameter space that 
would yield the highest likelihood of survival for the Humans. Thus we chose to use 
the number of Humans left at time tick 150, multiplied by -1, as the objective func-
tion. The multiplication by -1 is due to the convention commonly used in SA where 
the goal is to minimize (rather than maximize) the objective function. The objective 
function was implemented as a simple Unix utility chain to extract this information 
from the model output file. Each obj creates a file containing the objective function 
result (obj.sh: line 30). 

Once all of the objective function results are created, they are passed on to the 
summarize app, which invokes the summarize.sh script [3]. We chose to use the aver-
age of the individual objective functions (summarize.sh: line 10) as the summarized 
objective function. The summarize app creates a file containing the summarized ob-
jective function (summarize.sh: line 14, sum_result in Fig. 2). 

After the initial call to sum_obj in Fig. 1, the SA iteration loop is entered (sa.swift: 
lines 192-226). While there are more loops to perform, we generate new parameter 
values based on the aa and bb arrays from the previous iteration with calls to 
newx_float and newx_int (sa.swift: lines 194-195). The two newx procedures accept 
the original scalar value (x), an increment (dx), a minimum value (_min), and a maxi-
mum value (_max). The values that are provided to the individual newx calls effec-
tively split up the 4-dimensional parameter space into 20 x 20 x 10 x 11 = 44,000 
parameter combinations and make the SA implementation a constrained optimization 
problem. 

The newly generated parameters are used to call sum_obj again (sa.swift: line 200). 
Once sum_obj completes, the returned summarized objective function variable ny is 
compared to the y variable from the previous iteration for acceptance with a call to 
accept. The accept procedure implements the SA accept algorithm directly in Swift 
(sa.swift: lines 94-113). If ny is accepted the values for aa, bb, and y are updated 
based on the current values of a, b and ny. Otherwise, aa, bb, and y carry over their 
previous values. Next, the current value of y is compared with the y_best variable (the 
best value of y so far) and if it is an improved objective function, y_best, a_best and 
b_best are updated based on the current values of a, b and y. 

Finally, when the predefined number of SA loops are completed, each main proce-
dure creates an output file based on the defined Output type (sa.swift: lines 252-258), 
which includes the y_best, a_best and b_best tracked over each SA loop. 

For this case study we made use of high performance computing resources availa-
ble at the University of Chicago, specifically the Midway cluster at the University of 
Chicago Research Computing Center [22]. The cluster scheduling is managed by the 
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of the 100 annealing loops. All but one of the experiments were able to reach a state 
where almost 150 Humans were left after 150 simulation ticks. That is, almost all of 
the experiments found parameter combinations where all of the maximum allowable 
number of Humans were able to elude the Zombies at least until tick 150. The general 
characteristics of the “solutions” that were found involved setting zombieStep to its 
smallest value, humanStep to a large value, zombie_count to it’s smallest value, and 
human_count to its largest value. This confirmed that almost all of the SA processes 
were able to recover this intuitively expected results for achieving the highest likeli-
hood of survival for Human agents. These results were found with a total of 25,856 
simulation runs, compared to 704,000 simulation runs  for a complete enumeration of 
the 44,000 element parameter space, and including 16 stochastic variations for each 
element (a reduction of 96.3% of the total simulation runs required).  

5 Conclusion 

As ABMS is applied to ever-larger and complex systems, ABMS capabilities will 
need to continue to evolve. Here we have presented a general approach for large-scale 
adaptive simulation, which integrates Repast Simphony’s distributed batch compo-
nents and the Swift parallel scripting language. We have provided a reference simu-
lated annealing workflow, along with annotated materials, to make these capabilities 
accessible to the agent-modeling community. We have shown in the example present-
ed that adaptive simulation enables strategic exploration of a model’s parameter 
space, potentially offering vast improvements in computational efficiency. Future 
work will include the development and application of similar large-scale adaptive 
workflows to model calibration, validation and parameter space exploration. 
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